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ABSTRACT
Increasingly, icons are being proposed to concisely convey privacyrelated information and choices to users. However, complex privacy
concepts can be difcult to communicate. We investigate which
icons efectively signal the presence of privacy choices. In a series
of user studies, we designed and evaluated icons and accompanying
textual descriptions (link texts) conveying choice, opting-out, and
sale of personal information — the latter an opt-out mandated by the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). We identifed icon-link
text pairings that conveyed the presence of privacy choices without
creating misconceptions, with a blue stylized toggle icon paired
with “Privacy Options” performing best. The two CCPA-mandated
link texts (“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not
Sell My Info”) accurately communicated the presence of do-notsell opt-outs with most icons. Our results provide insights for the
design of privacy choice indicators and highlight the necessity of
incorporating user testing into policy making.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy; •
Human-centered computing → Usability testing; • Social and
professional topics → Governmental regulations.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Notice and choice are common components of privacy regulation
and consumer protection guidelines. They are intended to communicate how companies handle consumer data and to give consumers
control over the collection and use of their personal information.
Unfortunately, the mechanisms that websites commonly use to
provide privacy notices and choices are fraught with issues. Privacy
policies are lengthy [22, 77] and full of jargon [34]. Privacy choices
are difcult to fnd, as their location varies across websites [47, 48].
Privacy advocates, legal experts, and academic researchers have
argued for standardized mechanisms to provide privacy notices and
choices [2, 18, 101]. Requirements that privacy notices and choices
be clear and accessible have also emerged in recent regulation, such
as the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [88] and Europe’s
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [33]. Researchers have
explored ways to help consumers fnd and understand privacyrelated information and choices. Examples include privacy dashboards [44], certifcations [9], scores [45, 98], labels [30, 63, 64],
pop-ups [84, 119], as well as icons [6, 27, 28, 50, 55, 81, 102].
In principle, icons can communicate concepts quickly and concisely across linguistic and cultural diferences [58]. Icons can be
recognized and memorized more easily than other UI elements
with richer information [102]. However, privacy concepts can be
difcult to convey through icons [6, 28, 101, 105]. Prior attempts at
developing icons have primarily focused on conveying information
about data fows or specifc data practices (e.g., [6, 27, 81, 102]). The
concept of choice has been less explored in previous privacy iconography research — even though privacy choices are a key component
of consumer privacy regulation [18, 33, 88].
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Our study investigates how to efectively convey to consumers
the presence of privacy choices on websites through icons and
accompanying descriptions (which we refer to as link texts). In
particular, we consider the presence of generic privacy choices and
an opt-out for the sale of personal information, as mandated by
the CCPA. We frst developed 11 icons that center on three choicerelated concepts: the broad idea of choice, the action of opting-out,
and choices regarding the sale of personal information, before selecting fve icons for further refnement and evaluation. Because
icons — especially new ones — are rarely fully self-explanatory [50],
we further evaluated 16 link texts to accompany the icon, including
two link texts mandated by the CCPA. We then conducted a nearly
full-factorial online experiment (n=1,468) to assess how well diferent combinations of the most promising icons and link texts from
the pre-studies communicated the presence of privacy or do-notsell choices. Finally, we conducted an experiment to test an icon
that the California Attorney General’s Ofce (OAG) proposed for
the CCPA opt-out [91] after we shared our initial results with them.
Our research provides valuable insights into the design of privacy choice indicators. Through an iterative process, we identifed
promising icon and link text pairings that efectively indicate privacy choices to consumers. A blue stylized toggle icon best conveyed the idea of choices, whereas icons focused on the sale of
personal information created misconceptions about what would
happen after clicking the icon. The Digital Advertising Alliance’s
Privacy Rights icon [112] and the older AdChoices icon [113], as
comparison points for our newly designed icons, suggested “more
information” but not “choice.” For icon-text combinations, “Privacy
Options” paired with the blue stylized toggle icon best conveyed
the presence of privacy choices. The link texts mandated by the
CCPA (“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell
My Info”) efectively conveyed the expectation of choices related
to the sale of personal information in combination with most icons.
Our follow-up study of the OAG’s icon revealed that even minor
design changes could severely reduce an icon’s comprehension and
increase misconceptions.

2

BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

We frst summarize legal and self-regulatory requirements regarding privacy choices. We then discuss usability issues with mechanisms for conveying privacy choices.

2.1

Requirements for Privacy Choices

The GDPR requires businesses to provide privacy choices to European consumers, including an option to request the erasure of
personal data about them (Art. 17) and opt-outs for data processing for direct marketing purposes (Art. 21) [33]. The GDPR also
emphasizes the usability of privacy notices and choices, requiring
that notices be provided in “a concise, transparent, intelligible and
easily accessible form, using clear and plain language” (Art. 12). In
the United States, privacy choices are regulated by sector-specifc
federal laws and state privacy laws, such as the CAN-SPAM Act’s
requirement of marketing email opt-outs [35], and the Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)’s requirement of honoring
parental requests about data collection and deletion for children
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under 13 [36]. Since January 2020, the CCPA provides California residents the right to opt out of the sale of their personal information
by companies [88]. The frst draft of the proposed CCPA regulations specifed that this opt-out should be provided, at a minimum,
through “an interactive form accessible via a clear and conspicuous
link titled ‘Do Not Sell My Personal Information,’ or ‘Do Not Sell My
Info,’1 on the business’s website or mobile application” as well as
an unspecifed optional “opt-out button or logo” [88]. In November
2020, Californians voted to pass the California Privacy Rights Act
(CPRA) [89], which amends and expands consumer privacy rights
stipulated by the CCPA.
Self-regulatory requirements exist for online advertising practices [24, 53, 82]. Since 2010, the Digital Advertising Alliance (DAA)
has required its member companies to provide opt-outs for trackingbased targeted advertising by placing the AdChoices icon (see Table 1) and an approved text above an ad [24]. The DAA recently
introduced a Privacy Rights icon (a green variant of the AdChoices
icon; see Table 1), to address the CCPA’s opt-out requirements [112].
Additionally, the Interactive Advertising Bureau Europe has published the Transparency and Consent Framework for obtaining
consumer consent under the GDPR [54].
Companies’ compliance with legal and self-regulatory requirements varies. Opt-outs for email communications are common due
to the CAM-SPAM Act, with most US companies ofering links to
unsubscribe within email messages and privacy policies [23, 48].
However, privacy choices related to targeted advertising or data
deletion are less common [46, 48, 94]. Even when they exist, privacy choices appear at inconsistent locations, and often exhibit
unhelpful information as well as broken links [48]. Furthermore,
research on the CCPA’s do-not-sell provision has shown that consumers struggle to locate the required links to opt out, and the
opt-out processes are permeated with dark patterns [75, 87]. As
such, consumers face considerable barriers in exercising privacy
choices [23, 47, 48, 67, 94].

2.2

Communicating Privacy Choices

Privacy choices are often disclosed in privacy policies. However,
research has shown that most users do not read privacy policies [80,
86] or struggle to comprehend them due to vague descriptions and
jargon [11, 59, 79, 100]. Given the estimated time required to peruse
privacy policies on visited websites, it would be unrealistic to expect
users to read them routinely [77]. These fndings suggest the need
for alternative privacy notices that make privacy information more
accessible and understandable [106]. Examples of such alternatives
include privacy dashboards [44], privacy certifcations and seals [9],
privacy grades and scores [29, 45, 61, 98], privacy labels [31, 63,
65, 117], consent banners and pop-ups [74, 84, 119], and privacy
icons [50, 55, 81, 102].
Privacy dashboards allow consumers to inspect the data companies have collected about them and adjust their privacy settings [101]. For example, the browser extension Ghostery provides
an interface for users to learn which web trackers are present on
visited websites and block or permit certain trackers [44], though
users may struggle to comprehend information about trackers [107].
1 “Do

Not Sell My Info” was mandated in the proposed CCPA regulations [88] but got
eliminated in the fnal version [90] after we completed our study.
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Privacy seals and certifcations, such as the Enterprise Privacy
Certifcation by TrustArc (formerly TRUSTe) [9], are designed to
signal that businesses comply with legal requirements or industry standards [101]. Privacy grades and scores indicate how well
websites protect their users’ privacy through numeric ratings, e.g.,
ToS;DR [61], Privacy Finder [29, 45], and PrivacyGrade.org for mobile apps [98]. Privacy labels, similar to food nutrition labels, help
users quickly learn about and compare privacy-related attributes of
products or services, including websites [63, 64], Internet of Things
devices [30, 31], search results [14, 117], and mobile apps [3, 65].
Privacy choices, mostly related to cookie management, are also
presented in consent pop-ups and banners on websites [22], but
often provide users with limited choices and nudge them to accept
tracking [74, 84, 119].

2.3

Privacy Icons

Researchers have proposed various privacy icons as succinct indicators of complex privacy concepts. Some privacy icons represent
specifc data practices, such as Disconnect.me’s icons for diferent
types of tracking [27] and Mozilla’s icons for retention periods
and third-party data sharing and use [81]. Some only serve specifc application domains, such as social media [55], web links [62],
or webcams [28, 97], while others can apply across contexts [50].
Icons are also commonly used as security indicators (e.g., a lock in
a browser’s URL bar that indicates HTTPS [37]). However, prior
work has found that users tend to ignore or misunderstand these
indicators [41, 72, 108]. Fewer privacy icons are designed to convey
privacy choice, consent, or opt-outs. The Stanford Legal Design Lab
has proposed icons [111] that could potentially indicate privacy
choices, but they have not been empirically evaluated. While the
Data Protection Icon Set (DaPIS) [102] has been user-tested, it is
specifc to GDPR consumer privacy rights.
Icons have several advantages that can address the limitations
of traditional privacy notices. Icons can visually communicate information concisely while circumventing language and cultural
barriers [76]. Icons can be useful information markers since they
are easy to recognize [12, 51]. When placed next to lengthy privacy
statements, icons can enhance readability by helping users navigate the text [102]. In a review of iconography guidelines, Bühler et
al. [12] summarized principles for efective icons — they should be
based on users’ knowledge and needs, utilize well-known concepts,
and closely mimic real-world objects. However, designing comprehensible icons is challenging. Icons alone sometimes perform worse
than text-only or icon-text interfaces in assisting learning [122].
Fischer-Hübner et al. [38] therefore argue that icons should be
used alongside text to illustrate data practices in privacy policies
and aid user comprehension. Beyond an icon’s comprehensibility,
the focus of our study, discoverability is another challenge. For
instance, the size, position, state, and color all impacted how visible
the AdChoices icon was to users on a mobile device [42].
Privacy icons explored in prior work have primarily focused on
communicating data practices, but few proposed privacy icons have
received wide adoption. Even widely adopted icons, such as DAA’s
AdChoices icon, are problematic [42, 78, 118]. Not much work has
focused on using icons to convey privacy choices efectively to
consumers. We fll this gap by iteratively designing and evaluating
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privacy choice icons and associated link texts. Complementing prior
research on icons for GDPR-specifc user rights [102], we focus on
conveying the presence of general privacy choices, as well as the
CCPA-mandated do-not-sell opt-out.

3

STUDY OVERVIEW

Between November 2019 and February 2020, we conducted a series
of studies to iteratively design and evaluate two types of icons and
associated link texts: one indicating the presence of generic privacy
controls on websites, and the other indicating choices related to the
sale of personal information, as required by the CCPA. Our research
involved two pre-studies (one focusing on icons and the other on
link texts), a large-scale online experiment to evaluate icon-link text
combinations, and a follow-up evaluation of an icon that the Ofce
of the California Attorney General (OAG) had proposed based on
our initial fndings.
Icon Pre-Study (Section 4, n = 520) We developed 11 privacy
icons that center on three choice-related concepts: the broad idea
of choice, the action of opting out, and choices regarding the sale of
personal information. We iteratively refned and tested these icons
to identify which to include in our main experiment. Our icon
pre-study suggests that a stylized toggle switch was promising for
conveying the presence of choice; three icons that included dollar
signs, slashes, stop signs, and ID cards were good candidates for
conveying the CCPA do-not-sell opt-out.
Link Text Pre-Study (Section 5, n = 540) We tested 16 textual
descriptions, or link texts, to accompany the icons we developed. We
analyzed how each link text, when displayed alone, was interpreted
by participants; and identifed three link texts (“Privacy Options,”
“Privacy Choices,” and “Personal Info Choices”) with mostly correct interpretations. The two CCPA link texts (“Do Not Sell My
Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell My Info”) efectively indicated choices related to the sale of personal information, but did
not generalize to broader privacy-related choices.
Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation (Section 6, n = 1, 468)
We conducted a large-scale, nearly full-factorial online experiment
to evaluate how well 23 combinations of icons and link texts, selected from our pre-studies, communicated the presence of privacy
choices and do-not-sell choices. We showed participants one icontext combination on a screenshot of a fctitious online shoe retailer
webpage, mimicking how users may see such privacy choice indicators in the real world. A blue stylized toggle icon paired with the
link text “Privacy Options” best conveyed the presence of privacy
choices. The two CCPA link texts efectively conveyed the presence
of do-not-sell opt-outs when paired with most icons.
OAG Icon Evaluation (Section 7, n = 421) After we shared our
results with the OAG, they proposed an icon for the CCPA’s do-notsell opt-out, which was similar to our stylized toggle icon but with
notable deviations. We conducted a follow-up experiment to explore
the impact of the icon’s toggle style and color on expectations for donot-sell choices. Compared to our stylized toggle icon, participants
were much more likely to perceive the OAG’s proposed icon as a
toggle switch rather than a static icon.2
2 In

December 2020, the OAG published the fourth set of modifcations to the CCPA
regulations [92], recommending that businesses use our blue stylized toggle icon next
to the CCPA link text when notifying consumers of their right to opt out of the sale of
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ICON PRE-STUDY

We developed 11 icons related to privacy choices and evaluated
how users interpreted the icons with and without a text description. We found that a stylized toggle icon efectively communicated
the concept of choice, but communicating the concept of “privacy
choice” was difcult without text. While icons with arrows to depict removal were mostly unsuccessful, icon elements focusing on
“do not” and “sell” could communicate an opt-out for the sale of
personal information. However, participants often misunderstood
an icon without a text description.

4.1

Icon Development

4.1.1 Icon ideation. To explore potential icon candidates, we leveraged existing privacy iconography to generate three key concepts
in line with our objectives: the broad concept of choice, the action
of opting out, and a specifc opt-out related to the sale of personal
information for the CCPA. We did not attempt to design an icon
that visualizes privacy since privacy is a broad concept with many
interpretations [85]. Additionally, we did not test existing privacy
and security icons since they are already known for representing
other concepts unrelated to privacy choices (e.g., lock or shield for
HTTPS indicator [37]), or focus on specifc data practices [102].
To capture a wide range of icon ideas embodying the three choicerelated concepts we identifed, we conducted design ideation activities at our institutions with colleagues interested in privacy and
security research. During the activities, participants drew ideas
on sticky notes and discussed themes with the group. We then
conducted afnity diagramming [70] of the sketches by grouping
similar ideas and identifying themes in the visual elements participants used to represent the three concepts (see Figure 1). In selecting
themes to iterate upon further, we eliminated those focusing on privacy more than choice due to our goal of conveying choice. We also
eliminated themes that seemed too abstract from privacy choice
(e.g., leaving or refusing something) or difcult to graphically depict (e.g., third parties). Considering that web icons are generally
small, we further eliminated themes that would produce unrecognizable icons when shrunk down in size due to complexity (e.g.,
exchange/trade-of of data for money). In the end, we identifed fve
themes (see Table 1) that had the potential to represent our three
choice-related concepts efectively.
4.1.2 Refinement with graphic designers. Next, we worked with
three graphic designers to develop icons for the fve themes. The
graphic designers worked individually with sketches from our brainstorming sessions as a starting reference, and were encouraged to
produce variants and alternative designs, such as varying the shape
or size of icon elements. The research team jointly reviewed the
graphic designers’ work and selected 11 icon designs as candidates
for user testing in the icon pre-study.
Table 1 shows all 11 candidate icons. Three icons were intended
to convey the broad idea of choice: one featured a toggle — a standard UI element for turning on or of settings [5]; and two featured
checkboxes (transitioning from a checked to an unchecked box,
or negating a checkbox), since checkboxes are common in online
personal information. The OAG maintains a website that includes documents relevant
to CCPA rulemaking [93].

Figure 1: Common themes that emerged in one of the brainstorming sessions for an icon that conveyed opting-out.
Choice Concept

Icon Themes

Privacy choice/consent

• toggle switch

Preliminary Icons
Stylized-Toggle

• change toggle or checkbox
choice

Changed-Choice
DoNot-Checked

Opting Out

• withdrawing something from a
basket or box

Box-Arrow
Circle-Arrow
Folder-Arrow

Do-Not-Sell Choices

• no money/selling

DoNot-Dollar

• stop selling personal info

Slash-Dollar
Stop-Dollar
ID-Card
Profle

Existing icons

DAA Privacy Rights
DAA AdChoices

Table 1: Icon themes that emerged in ideation sessions for
each choice-related concept, and the corresponding icons included in our preliminary testing.
forms and consent interfaces [5]. Three icons were intended to
convey the action of opting out, which is analogous to withdrawing
consent: two had an arrow coming out of simple shapes (a circle
and a box); and the third used a fle folder to represent personal
data. Five icons were intended to convey do-not-sell choices: three
used diferent negations of a dollar sign to represent stopping a
sale, and two further included a “person” element to represent personal data. To minimize potentially biasing efects of color in our
pre-study, we created the initial versions of our icons in black and
white. Additionally, we included the DAA’s AdChoices [113] and
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Privacy Rights [112] icons in our icon pre-study as a benchmark
for industry practices.

California) and somewhat tech-savvy (with 23-48% reporting education or job experience in computer science, computer engineering,
or IT). 3-10% of participants reported awareness of a US law that
required companies to provide a “do not sell” option, with relatively
higher percentages in the icon-text combinations and OAG toggle
evaluations, indicating a potential increase of awareness after the
CCPA went into efect. Once a participant completed one of our
studies, we did not permit them to participate in any subsequent
studies evaluating icons and link texts.

4.2

Preliminary Icon Testing

We conducted an initial round of user testing on all 11 candidate
icons to decide which to test in subsequent studies. We developed
an online survey to capture qualitative and quantitative responses
that would help us identify feasible icons for indicating the presence
of generic privacy choices and do-not-sell choices.
4.2.1 Study protocol. Our initial testing sought to identify difcultto-interpret icons and specifc icon elements that help indicate
privacy or do-not-sell choices. We implemented a between-subjects
design, in which we showed each participant one of the icon candidates at random without context. To examine the impact of placing
a link text next to the icon (as required by the CCPA), half of the
participants saw the icon displayed with the text “Do Not Sell My
Personal Information.” We hypothesized this text would aid the
comprehension of icons intended to convey do-not-sell choices.
After presenting the icon, we asked participants to provide openended responses regarding their interpretation of the icon and their
expectations of what would happen if they clicked on it — this was
to capture their unprimed impressions of the icon. As a complementary quantitative data point, we next showed participants all icons,
asked them to select which one would best convey the presence of
privacy choices and do-not-sell choices respectively, and explain the
rationale behind their selection.3 We then asked participants about
their familiarity and expectations regarding the DAA’s AdChoices
icon [24] to evaluate the recognizability and comprehension of an
already widely deployed privacy choice icon. Lastly, we collected
participants’ demographic information and asked about awareness
of a US law that required companies to provide a “do not sell” option.
Appendix A.1 includes the full set of survey questions.
For this and all subsequent studies, we did not collect personal
data from participants, and we instructed participants to avoid
revealing personal information in their open-ended responses. The
Institutional Review Boards at Carnegie Mellon University and the
University of Michigan approved all study protocols.
4.2.2 Recruitment and sample demographics. We recruited 240
participants from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to ensure
roughly 20 responses per condition — a sufcient number for capturing a variety of opinions for descriptive analysis. We set the recruitment flter as US residents over 18 years old, with a 95% or higher
approval rate. Before answering survey questions, participants reviewed a consent form and confrmed their age and residency eligibility. The average study completion time was 5.25 minutes, and
participants were compensated $1.00 (average $11.43/hour).
In line with demographic characteristics of MTurk workers [52],
our samples for this and the subsequent studies were diverse but not
representative of the US general population: they skewed younger,
more male, and more educated. We summarize participant demographics here once as they were fairly uniform across all studies,
and provide detailed demographics for each study in Appendix B.
Participants were residing in most US states (with 10-20% living in
3 The

Privacy Rights icon was green when presented alone but black-and-white when
presented with other icons to eliminate the impact of color on participants’ selection.

4.2.3 Data analysis. We conducted a thematic analysis [104] of
participants’ qualitative responses. One author examined a subset
of the qualitative data to identify common themes and developed
an initial codebook. The team then discussed the initial codebook,
adding and modifying codes as necessary. To ensure high consistency in coding, two authors coded 20% of all responses and
additional responses if needed until reaching a Cohen’s κ of at least
0.7, which is considered sufcient agreement [40] (average κ=.81
across all questions).4 Most responses mapped clearly to a code,
and ambiguous responses were discussed by multiple researchers
before being coded. After we achieved high inter-coder reliability,
one researcher coded the remaining responses. We calculated descriptive statistics of coded qualitative data but did not conduct
any hypothesis testing, as our primary objective for this pre-study
was to eliminate from further consideration icons that appeared
confusing or did not efectively convey intended concepts. Eleven
responses were excluded from analysis, as they only included text
that did not respond at all to the open-ended questions. We note
the number of responses excluded from the analysis for this and
subsequent studies in Appendix B.
4.2.4 Findings. As shown in Table 2, most icons did not lead to their
intended interpretations when shown alone. Participants did not
exhibit a clear preference for which icon best represented generic
privacy choices, but most chose Slash-Dollar as the icon for representing do-not-sell choices.
A stylized toggle icon best conveyed “choice.” Among the
three icons that were intended to convey choice, participants commonly associated Stylized-Toggle with the notion of choosing or selecting something. Participants thought of “completion” (i.e., marking something as completed or completed downloads), rather than
choice, upon seeing DoNot-Checked. Changed-Choice received a
variety of interpretations, suggesting that it would not work well
for indicating privacy choices either.
Icons for conveying “opting out” were confusing. Though
two participants interpreted Box-Arrow as “removing something”
(as intended), other participants interpreted it diferently. Participants mostly interpreted Circle-Arrow as something related to motion, and focused on the folder element rather than the arrow in
Folder-Arrow; neither prompted participants to think of opting out.
Dollar signs suggested payment rather than selling. All
icons intended for do-not-sell choices conveyed a sense of payment or money, but not selling. Interpretations included “cash or
American dollars are not accepted,” “something is free,” “something
4 Responses

to the AdChoices interpretation lacked variations, meaning that a single
disagreement between coders would cause a signifcant drop in Cohen’s κ . For this
question, we used inter-coder percentage agreement instead to measure inter-coder
reliability and ensured the percentage agreement was at least 75%.
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Name

Icon

Common Interpretations (# of Participants)

Stylized-Toggle

accept/decline (4); activate/deactivate (2);
true/false (2); mark as completed (1)

Changed-Choice

okay/exit options (1); accept/decline (1);
true/false (1); opposite is true (1); no guesses
(2)

DoNot-Checked

Habib and Zou, et al.

Do not sell my personal information
Choices about the use of personal

39%

5%
13%
15%

activate/deactivate (2); mark as completed (2);
completed downloads (2); accept/decline (1)

8%

Box-Arrow

removing something (2); okay/exit options
(2); email or message (1); no guesses (1)

7%

Circle-Arrow

move forward/go (3); email or message (1); no
guesses (2)

7%

Folder-Arrow

folder/fle (4); email or message (3)

DoNot-Dollar

cancel payment (2); losing money (2); low balance (2); money/paying (2); cash/dollars not
accepted (1); something is free or requires no
money (1)

Slash-Dollar

cash/dollars not accepted (4); something is free
or requires no money (3); money/paying (1)

Stop-Dollar

money/paying (4); account balance (2); something costs money (2); something is free or requires no money (1); cash/dollars not accepted
(1)

ID-Card

payment method (4); something related to
a person and money (3); something costs
money (2); account balance (1); no guesses (1)

Profle

money/paying (2); stop spending money (2);
something costs money (2);

DAA

more information (3); move forward/go (2); play
button (2)

Table 2: Participants’ coded open-ended responses to “What
does this symbol communicate to you?” from conditions in
which the icon was shown without a link text in the icon preliminary testing, along with a code’s number of occurrences.
Interpretations that align with the icon’s intended meaning
are bolded.

requires payment,” and “something related to an account balance.”
Promisingly, three participants connected ID-Card with a person
and money, which aligns with its intended purpose of signaling
do-not-sell choices.
No clear preference for the privacy choices icon. Participants were divergent in their opinions of which icon best represented choices about the use of personal information (see Figure 2).
Stylized-Toggle was selected most frequently, though ID-Card, DAA,
and Folder-Arrow were not far behind. In open-ended responses,
participants identifed certain icon elements that conveyed privacy
choices to them, including “select/choose” (32.3%), “money/selling”
(21.0%), “personal information” (19.2%), and “stop/do not” (16.6%).
The mentioning of “money/selling” and “stop/do not” suggests

12%
11%
14%

5%
3%
4%

13%

4%
3%
3%
3%
3%

18%

2%
4%
0%
2%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

% of Participants

Figure 2: Preliminary testing participants’ selections for an
icon that best conveys there’s an option to (1) “tell websites
‘do not sell my personal information”’ (blue); and (2) “make
choices about the use of my personal information” (red).

potential priming efects from the question that asked about the
best icon for do-not-sell choices or the “Do Not Sell My Personal
Information” link text when presented.
Slash-Dollar preferred as “do-not-sell” icon. Participants exhibited a clear preference for which icon best represented do-notsell choices as 38.9% selected Slash-Dollar (see Figure 2). In openended responses, participants mentioned “money/selling” (48.9%),
“stop/do not” (46.7%) and “personal information” (21.0%) as important icon elements for conveying do-not-sell choices. Participants
preferred “stop/do not” to be represented by a circle with a slash,
rather than an octagonal stop sign or a do-not-enter sign, as indicated by the stark diference between Slash-Dollar and DoNotDollar/Stop-Dollar. This suggests that the octagon shape in StopDollar may be difcult to recognize as a stop sign without color, and
the “do not enter” sign in DoNot-Dollar was not widely recognized,
or was misidentifed as a minus sign.
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Name

Icon

Common Interpretations (# of Participants)

ID-Card

Figure 3: Promising icons from preliminary testing in their
refned versions.

something costs money (9); sending money to someone (5); money/paying (5); something related to a
person and money (3); account balance (3) ; price
related (2) ; payment methods accepted by website (2)

Slash-Dollar

something is free or requires no money (12);
cash/dollars not accepted (6); money/paying (4); selling is not allowed (1)

4.3

Stop-Dollar

money/paying (10); stop spending money (5); something costs money (4); price related (3); sale/discount
(3); no guesses (3)

Stylized-Toggle

accept/decline
something
(11);
activate/deactivate something (4); true/false (4);
okay/exit options (3)

DAA

more information (11); play button (7); move forward/go (3); ad related (2)

Refned Icon Testing

Our preliminary testing suggested comprehension issues with most
icons but surfaced some promising candidates. In selecting icons
for further testing, we included Stylized-Toggle and ID-Card as
candidates for privacy choices: the former appeared to communicate
“choice” well, and the latter was ranked highly by participants in
preliminary testing. For do-not-sell icon candidates, we included
Slash-Dollar due to participants’ preferences and Stop-Dollar to
explore whether color would increase recognition of the stop sign.
We evaluated refned versions of the four icons mentioned above
and the DAA’s Privacy Rights icon (see Figure 3) to further narrow down icon selections for the larger-scale icon-text evaluation.
Specifcally, we colored the stop sign and slash red in ID-Card, StopDollar, and Slash-Dollar, and made the dollar sign in Slash-Dollar
more readable. We colored Stylized-Toggle blue — a neutral color
that does not convey a particular state, unlike green or red.
4.3.1 Study protocol. We followed the same protocol as before to
evaluate the fve icons. To mitigate a potential priming efect, we
randomized the order of the “best icon” questions for privacy/donot-sell choices. We recruited 280 participants (roughly 28 per
condition) to detect a medium efect size (.3) [15] with at least 80%
power for our planned statistical analysis. We aimed for a medium
efect size due to the study’s exploratory nature and to save the budget for oversampling in the icon-text evaluation. The average study
completion time was 4.50 minutes, and each participant received
$1.00 (average $13.30/hour).
4.3.2 Data analysis. We followed the same qualitative data analysis approach as before (κ=.79). Additionally, we collaboratively
categorized the codes used to analyze open-ended responses to
“What does this symbol communicate to you?” as correct or incorrect interpretations regarding the icon’s intended purpose. We
then used these binary labels as the dependent variable of Chisquared tests (or Fisher’s exact tests when applicable) to determine
whether the overall diference in study conditions were statistically
signifcant. Follow-up pairwise comparisons were adjusted with
Holm-Bonferroni corrections.
4.3.3 Findings. Participants interpreted Stylized-Toggle as an indicator of some form of choice, and preferred it over other candidates
for conveying generic privacy choices. Consistent with the preliminary testing, participants preferred Slash-Dollar for communicating
do-not-sell choices. The CCPA link text’s presence made participants more likely to expect an icon to lead to do-not-sell choices.
Stylized-Toggle was interpreted as intended. Table 3 provides common interpretations of each icon when displayed without the CCPA link text. A Fisher’s exact test showed signifcant
diferences between icons, when presented alone, in generating
correct interpretations that align with the icon’s intended meaning

Table 3: Participants’ coded open-ended responses to “What
does this symbol communicate to you?” from conditions in
which we showed the icon without a link text in the refned
icons study, along with a code’s number of occurrences. Interpretations that align with the icon’s intended meaning
are bolded.
(p < .001, V = .58). Pairwise comparisons found that Stylized-Toggle
was more likely to be interpreted correctly compared to other icons
(all p < .001). Open-ended responses suggested that Stylized-Toggle
was primarily interpreted as an option to “accept/decline” or “activate/deactivate” something. In contrast, the interpretations of other
icons often misaligned with their intended meanings. The DAA’s
Privacy Rights icon conveyed an option to “get more information”
but did not suggest a choice or opt-out. Common interpretations of
Slash-Dollar were “something is free or does not require money” or
“cash or American dollars were not accepted.” ID-Card was mostly
interpreted as “something costs money.” Stop-Dollar was similarly
associated with money, but not selling.
Clear icon preference for privacy choices and do-not-sell
choices. As shown in Figure 4, when the icons were colorized,
participants exhibited a clear preference for Stylized-Toggle to represent choices about the use of personal information. 16.8% of participants explicitly stated that a toggle “with a checkmark and an
X in it” nicely conveyed choice. Similar to the preliminary testing,
Slash-Dollar was selected most frequently as the icon for conveying
do-not-sell choices; ID-Card ranked second (see Figure 4).
CCPA link text led to expectations of do-not-sell choices.
A Chi-squared test showed that participants who saw the CCPA
link text were signifcantly more likely to interpret the icon as its
intended meaning (p < .001, ϕ = .38). Of the 139 participants who
saw an icon with the CCPA link text, 43.2% (60) expected some form
of choice to stop websites from selling their personal information.
13.7% (19) expected the ability to confgure the types of personal
information they could prevent from being sold or entities to which
information is sold. 31.7% (44) expected being immediately opted
out of the sale of personal information after clicking. There was
no signifcant diference between icons in creating any of these
expectations, suggesting that the link text impacted participants’
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Do not sell my personal information
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Choices about the use of personal information
50%

8%
26%
20%
11%
48%
6%
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• Do Not Sell My Personal Information
• Do Not Sell My Info
• Don’t Sell My Info
• Do Not Sell†
• Don’t Sell†
• Do-Not-Sell Choices†
• Do-Not-Sell Options
• Do-Not-Sell Opt-Outs†

6%

†

21%
0%

10%

20%
30%
% of Participants

40%

50%

• Privacy Options
• Privacy Opt-Outs
• Privacy Choices
• Personal Info Choices
• Personal Info Options
• Personal Info Opt-Outs
• Do Not Sell My Info Choices‡
• Do Not Sell My Info Options‡

Preliminary link text testing only
‡ Refned link text testing only

Table 4: Link texts tested in the link text pre-study.
Figure 4: Refned testing participants’ selections for an icon
that best conveys that there’s an option to “tell websites
‘do not sell my personal information”’ (blue); and “make
choices about the use of my personal information” (red).
expectations rather than the icon. Notably, the CCPA link text’s
presence did not eliminate misconceptions, such as expecting a
diferent type of privacy choice (e.g., opting out of data collection
on the website) or interpreting the link text as a warning not to
give out their personal information to websites.
DAA’s AdChoices icon still mostly unknown. Even though
the DAA launched its AdChoices icon in 2010, only 40 (14.3%)
participants recalled seeing this icon before. The most common
expectation of the AdChoices icon was that it provided more information about something, as indicated by 152 (54.3%) participants.
Only six participants expected it would lead them to choices related to targeted advertising. Our results confrm Leon et al.’s 2011
fndings that there is little recognition of the AdChoices icon [71]
— time and widespread adoption does not seem to have increased
consumer awareness of this icon.

5

LINK TEXT PRE-STUDY

We developed and iteratively evaluated potential link texts to accompany our icons and aid comprehension. “Privacy Choices” emerged
as the best candidate for conveying generic privacy controls with
few misconceptions, closely followed by “Privacy Options.” The
CCPA link text variants performed well in conveying do-not-sell
opt-outs but did not generalize to other types of privacy controls.

5.1

Link Text Development

We generated link text candidates by identifying words or phrases
corresponding to the three icon concepts we focused on (choice,
opting-out, and do-not-sell). During our ideation, we observed that
link texts could follow a pattern of two components: a privacyfocused prefx and, optionally, a choice-focused sufx. We wanted
to explore whether the general prefx “privacy” or the more specifc
prefx “personal info” would more clearly convey the type of choices.
For the sufx, we hypothesized that the broad terms “choices” and
“options” would create diferent expectations compared to “opt-out,”
a more specifc type of choice. We also included the two CCPA
do-not-sell opt-out texts [88] and their variants — including an abbreviated version (“Don’t Sell My Info”), and versions emphasizing
choice rather than information (e.g., “Do-Not-Sell Choices”) — to

control for confounds and explore potential alternatives to the
CCPA link texts.
Our initial set included 14 link texts revolving around six words
or phrases: personal info/privacy/do-not-sell for the prefx, and
choices/options/opt-outs for the sufx. After preliminary testing,
we eliminated four with poor comprehension and added two for
further testing. Table 4 shows the full set of link texts we evaluated.

5.2

Preliminary Link Text Testing

We tested the initial link text set using a similar protocol as the icon
pre-study. Based on the fndings, we eliminated four candidates
from subsequent testing and added two more variants of the CCPA
link texts.
5.2.1 Study protocol. We showed each participant one of the 14
candidate link texts at random, styled as a hypertext link but nonclickable, without an icon or other context. We asked participants to
describe their expectations of what would happen if they clicked on
the link and interpretations of specifc text components. Then, we
presented eight scenarios constructed from open-ended responses
from the icon pre-study and asked participants to rate the likelihood that clicking on the link would lead to each scenario. Two
scenarios were accurate expectations related to privacy notices and
choices, three were accurate expectations related to do-not-sell, and
three were misconceptions (see Q3 in Appendix A.2). Lastly, participants were asked demographic questions and about their familiarity
with the CCPA. We recruited 140 participants on MTurk (roughly
ten responses per condition) to have a diverse set of qualitative
responses for descriptive analysis. The average study completion
time was 4.20 minutes, and each participant received $1.00 (average
$14.29/hour).
5.2.2 Data analysis. We coded participants’ open-ended responses
using the same thematic analysis approach as in the icon pre-study
(κ=.89). The coded data was used for descriptive analysis only,
as our primary goal was to identify link texts with high rates of
misconceptions and eliminate them from further consideration.
5.2.3 Findings. Our preliminary testing of link texts suggested a
greater infuence of the prefx, rather than the sufx, on expectations of what happens after clicking the link. “Personal information”
was understood as personally-identifable information, and its absence led to misconceptions about the word “sell.”
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“Personal information” was primarily interpreted as PII
(personally identifable information). When asked to interpret
the phrase “personal information,” “personal info,” or “info,” 33
of the 57 participants (57.9%) who saw a corresponding link text
listed examples of PII, such as name and birthday. 11 participants
interpreted the phrase as demographic information, such as age or
gender. Nine participants thought it referred to their IP address or
location, and another nine believed it referred to cookies or past
activities on the website or elsewhere.
“Sell” on its own was often misunderstood. Without an explicit reference to personal information, participants struggled to
identify the subject to which “sell” referred. Among the 45 participants who saw one of the “do not sell” variants without “personal
information” or “my info,” 18 (40.0%) thought the sale referred to
a physical product. Four thought the sale was related to stocks or
money, and fve did not know what the sale is about. Given that
participants saw the link text with no further context, it is not
surprising that such misconceptions occurred.

5.3

Refned Link Text Testing

Our preliminary testing showed that link texts containing the word
“sell” without “info” did not convey privacy choices or do-not-sell
choices well. Therefore, we eliminated four corresponding link
texts from further testing but retained “Do-Not-Sell Options,” which
conveyed a control/choice related to personal information about
as frequently as “Privacy Opt-Outs” and “Personal Info Options.”
We added two new link texts (“Do Not Sell My Info Choices” and
“Do Not Sell My Info Options”) to assess how adding choice-related
sufxes would afect the interpretation of the CCPA-mandated
link texts. We did not test “Do Not Sell My Info Opt-Outs,” as our
preliminary testing suggested “opt-outs” might be less intuitive
than “choices” or “options.”
5.3.1 Study Protocol. We recruited 400 additional participants,
roughly 33 per condition, to detect a medium efect size (.3) with at
least 80% power for our planned statistical analysis comparing expectations generated by the candidate link texts. The average study
completion time was 4.1 minutes, and participants were compensated $1.00 (average $14.63/hour). Since we used the same protocol
and survey instrument, we aggregated participant responses with
those collected from the preliminary testing for the analysis.
5.3.2 Data Analysis. We followed the same qualitative data analysis approach as in previous studies; two authors coded 20% of the
data (κ=.81) and one author coded the remainder. For this and the
following studies, we structured the codebook hierarchically by
grouping codes into four categories (high-level codes) for categorylevel analysis. Specifcally, we labeled “yes” or “no” for whether
a code conveyed (1) the concept of choice; (2) the ability to opt
out of the sale of personal information; (3) the concept of privacy
broadly; and (4) misconceptions.5 Three authors completed the
mapping for all codes together and resolved any disagreements.
We then used the values of these categorizations as the dependent
variables in Pearson chi-square or Fisher’s exact tests, with link
5 For

example, the response “It would give you the option to not have your personal
information given, shared, or sold to someone else” was coded as “choices: do not
sell.” For high-level categories, the code was labeled as “yes” for conveying choice and
do-not-sell, and “no” for conveying privacy or a misconception.
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Figure 5: Distribution of expectations in response to “What
do you think would happen if you clicked on this [link]?” in
our link text pre-study.

text conditions as the independent variable. Pairwise comparisons
were Holm-Bonferroni corrected.
5.3.3 Findings. As seen in Figure 5, participants’ expectations signifcantly varied across link texts. “Privacy Choices” created the
least misconceptions. The CCPA link texts and their variants successfully led to expectations of do-not-sell choices.
Link text sufx did not impact expectations of choices.
47.9% of participants expected to see some form of choices, including
those related to privacy and do-not-sell. As seen in Figure 5, there
was a signifcant overall diference between conditions (p < .001,
V = .27). Pairwise comparisons revealed that the only signifcant
diference was between “Privacy Options” and “Do-Not-Sell Options” (p = .04); 67.6% and 25.0% of participants in those conditions
expressed expectations of choices, respectively. The choice-related
sufxes (i.e., “choices,” “options,” or “opt-outs”) did not appear to impact participant expectations of choices, given the small diferences
between link texts with the same privacy-related prefx.
CCPA link text variants led to expectations of do-not-sell
choices but did not generalize. As seen in Figure 5, there was
a signifcant diference between conditions in generating expectations of do-not-sell choices (p < .001, V = .34), or something
more broadly related to privacy (p < .001, V = .42). Link texts
beginning with “Do Not Sell” most often led to expectations of
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do-not-sell choices, with “Do Not Sell My Info Choices” performing signifcantly better than “Personal Info Options” (p = .005),
“Privacy Options” (p = .008), and “Privacy Choices” (p = .04) in
this regard. 35.0% of participants who saw “Do Not Sell My Info
Choices” expected do-not-sell choices, whereas no participants who
saw “Personal Info Options” or “Privacy Options” expressed the
same expectation. However, link texts beginning with “Do Not
Sell” did not efectively convey broader privacy-related information or options. “Privacy Options,” “Privacy Choices,” and “Privacy
Opt-Outs” were all signifcantly better than “Do-Not-Sell Options”
(all p < .001), “Do Not Sell My Info Choices” (.0003 < p < .012),
“Don’t Sell My Info” (.001 < p < .04), and “Do Not Sell My Info”
(.002 < p < .05) for this purpose. 67.1% of participants who saw a
“Privacy” prefxed link text described a privacy-related expectation,
compared to 21.4% who saw a “Do Not Sell” prefxed link text.
“Privacy Choices” generated the least misconceptions. As
seen in Figure 5, the distribution of misconceptions were not even
across conditions (p < .001, V = .39). Pairwise comparisons revealed that “Privacy Choices” created signifcantly fewer misconceptions than “‘Do Not Sell My Info” (p = .04). Among the 63
participants who saw one of the link texts beginning with “Do Not
Sell,” some thought the link would lead to phishing/malware risks
(16), investment advice (8), the site’s policy on selling items (8), and
ads for privacy products or other services (6).
Some link texts might apply to both privacy choices and
do-not-sell choices. In examining participants’ Likert responses
to the predefned scenarios, fve link texts were rated as “defnitely”
or “probably” likely to lead to choices about how personal information is used and shared by over three quarters of participants.
Among them, “Personal info Choices,” “Privacy Opt-Outs,” “Do Not
Sell My info Options,” and “Privacy Options” were also among the
top fve link texts rated as “defnitely” or “probably” likely to lead
to the scenario describing choices about the sale of personal information. This suggests that these four link texts had the potential
to convey both generic privacy choices and do-not-sell choices
relatively well.

6

ICON-TEXT COMBINATIONS EVALUATION

Our pre-studies suggested a need for combining icons with link
texts, consistent with prior research and recommendations [38, 122].
Icons alone do not necessarily translate to correct expectations even
with a certain degree of familiarity [58, 102], as refected by our
fndings on the DAA’s AdChoices icon. Similarly, link text alone
might not stand out. Pairing the two together can attract user
attention and aid comprehension [51]. We conducted a large-scale
evaluation to fnd icon-text combinations that accurately convey
privacy choices and do-not-sell choices.

6.1

Method

For icons, we selected Stylized-Toggle and Slash-Dollar, since they
were the most preferred for indicating privacy choices and do-notsell choices respectively. We also included DAA’s Privacy Rights
icon because of its potential for widespread adoption by DAA
member companies. For link texts, we selected “Privacy Options”
and “Privacy Choices” since they best generated expectations of
choices/controls and expectations related to privacy (see Figure 5).
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We also included the two CCPA-mandated link texts since they conveyed do-not-sell choices well. We did not include any variants of
the CCPA link texts since the choice-related sufx did not infuence
participant expectations. Additionally, we included “Personal Info
Choices” since Likert responses to predefned scenarios suggested it
worked well to communicate both do-not-sell choices and broader
privacy controls.
6.1.1 Study protocol. To measure to what extent icons and link
texts interact with each other in shaping participant expectations,
we used a nearly full-factorial experimental design including four
icon conditions and six link text conditions (a total of 23 conditions).
The four icon conditions were the DAA’s Privacy Rights icon, SlashDollar, Stylized-Toggle, and no icon. The six link text conditions
were “Do Not Sell My Personal Information,” “Do Not Sell My Info,”
“Privacy Choices,” “Privacy Options,” “Personal Info Choices,” and no
link text. We excluded the combination of no icon and no link text
since participants would not see any information. Our examination
of icon-text combinations was exploratory — even though the prestudies indicated that some icons and link texts perform better than
others for certain purposes, interaction efects might exist between
the icon and text, making it difcult to generate specifc hypotheses.
We followed a between-subjects design, showing each participant an icon-text combination at random. While we presented icons
and link texts with no context in the pre-studies, here we showed
the icon and link text together on a fctitious online shoe retailer
website (see Figure 6) to emulate how consumers might encounter
them in the wild. We modifed the eight scenarios for Likert questions based on common expectations uncovered in the link text
pre-study; two were correct expectations, two were semi-correct
expectations, and the rest were misconceptions about unwanted
outcomes (see Q3 in Appendix A.3). We recruited 1,468 MTurk participants (roughly 64 per condition) based on heuristics that would
allow us to run planned regressions [96]. The average study completion time was 4.55 minutes, and participants were compensated
$1.00 (average $13.19/hour).
6.1.2 Data analysis. We followed the same qualitative analysis
approach as in the link text pre-study (κ=.83) before using the data
for quantifcation.6 We coded participants’ responses about expectations to identify common themes, then categorized individual
codes based on whether they convey the idea of choice, do-not-sell
choices, privacy broadly, or misconceptions. We then ran logistic
regressions using these high-level code categories as the dependent
variable, the icon-text combination condition as the main independent variable, and participant demographics as control independent
variables. We ran additional logistic regressions with the same
independent variables on a binary variable that represented participants’ expected likelihood of each predefned scenario.7 We applied
Holm-Bonferroni corrections to p-values in all regressions since
we conducted multiple tests without preplanned hypotheses [4].
Detailed regression results are provided in Tables 6 and 7 as part of
Appendix C.1.
6 There was little diversity in responses to the question regarding the meaning of “sell”
in the link text. Thus, we used percentage agreement rather than Cohen’s κ to measure
inter-coder reliability and ensured the percentage agreement was at least 75%.
7 “Defnitely” and “probably” were coded as “expected” (expecting the scenario would
happen) and the other answer options were coded as “unexpected.”
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link texts “Privacy Options,” “Personal Info Choices,” and “Privacy
Choices” performed signifcantly worse in generating expectations
of do-not-sell choices (.01 < OR < .13, all p <= .001). There
were no signifcant diferences between “Do Not Sell My Personal
Information” or “Do Not Sell My Info” in this regard.
Figure 7b shows participants’ Likert responses to the do-not-sell
choices scenario. The three conditions with the highest percentage
of defnitely/probably responses all included one of the CCPA link
texts: No Icon-Do Not Sell My Info (82.1%), DAA-Do Not Sell My Info
(70.5%), and No Icon-Do Not Sell My Personal Information (67.8%).
Regressions on Likert responses further showed that No Icon-Do Not
Sell My Personal Information performed signifcantly better than the
DAA (OR = .06, p < .001) and Slash-Dollar icons alone (OR = .28,
p = .04) in conveying do-not-sell choices, suggesting efectiveness
of the CCPA link texts in this regard.
Stylized-Toggle was occasionally perceived as an actual
control button. While Toggle-Privacy Options conveyed privacy
choices well and the two CCPA mandated link texts conveyed
do-not-sell choices well, putting Stylized-Toggle next to the CCPA
link texts led to an unintended consequence. 40.0% of participants
who saw Toggle-Do Not Sell My Personal Information expected that
clicking on them would defnitely or probably “give the website
permission to sell my personal information.” Stylized-Toggle signifcantly increased the likelihood of this misconception compared to
no icon (OR = 5.25, p = .02) when combined with the “Do Not Sell
My Personal Information” link text. This suggests that participants
might perceive Stylized-Toggle as an actual control switch for the
sale of one’s personal information on the website when the icon
was next to the CCPA link texts. However, we did not observe a
similar pattern in participants’ open-ended expectations — this
expectation only emerged when we explicitly asked participants
whether clicking the icon would give the website permission to sell
their personal information, indicating a potential priming efect.
Misconceptions with Slash-Dollar icon and “Personal
Info Choices.” Regressions of participants’ categorized openended expectations revealed that Slash-Dollar without a link text
signifcantly increased the likelihood of misconceptions relative
to Toggle-Privacy Options (OR = 67.2, p < .001). Among the 371
participants who saw Slash-Dollar, 33 (8.9%) expressed expectations
of payment options, particularly related to secure or encrypted
payment (e.g., “It would present your rights to pay through secure
links”). These fndings indicate that the Slash-Dollar icon, even
when paired with a link text, might be too suggestive of payment,
transaction, or other fnancial concepts that do not concern personal
information.
Also relative to Toggle-Privacy Options, all conditions with “Personal Info Choices” increased the likelihood of misconceptions
(11.9 < OR < 18.1, .005 < p < .04). Only 42.0% of participants
who saw “Personal Info Choices” accurately interpreted choices as
controls related to the collection, processing, and sharing of their
personal data or broader privacy choices, compared to 66.5% of
those who saw “Privacy Choices.” Misinterpretations of choices
most frequently included profle settings related to purchasing
shoes (16.7%; e.g., “Probably it would let you input your shoe size,
height, favorite styles, etc. for a more customized look”). Other misconceptions included that the link would lead to choices about shoe
styles or sizes available on the website (13.1%) and choices related
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Figure 8: Our stylized toggle, OAG’s proposed opt-out button,
its variant, and the iOS switch button.
to payment methods (1.6%). The remaining participants were either
not sure about or did not specify the types of choices they expected.

7

OAG ICON EVALUATION

In February 2020, the California Attorney General’s ofce (OAG)
released the frst set of modifcations to the CCPA regulations [91]
after we had shared our results with them. The proposed modifcations included an opt-out icon (CalAG-Toggle) that was similar, but
not identical to our Stylized-Toggle icon (see Figure 8).
Our icon-text combinations evaluation suggested that StylizedToggle might occasionally be perceived as an actual control switch
rather than an icon when paired with the CCPA-mandated link
texts. We were concerned that CalAG-Toggle would make this misconception even more likely for two reasons. First, CalAG-Toggle
closely resembled the toggle switch in iOS (see Figure 8). By contrast, Stylized-Toggle used a checkmark and “X” to visually convey
the availability of options and a dividing line to diferentiate it from
a real toggle control. Second, CalAG-Toggle being in red created a
potentially confusing double negative when paired with “Do No
Sell My Personal Information.” One could interpret it as either “my
data is currently being sold” (because red indicates the setting “Do
Not Sell My Personal Information” being of), or “my data is currently not being sold” (because red indicates the sale of personal
information is prohibited). In contrast, Stylized-Toggle used blue,
a neutral color that does not convey a particular state. We conducted a follow-up study to examine whether the style and color
of CalAG-Toggle might diminish icon comprehension compared to
Stylized-Toggle.

7.1

Method

We used the method already employed in our icon-text combinations evaluation to test the OAG’s proposed icon.
7.1.1 Study protocol. To understand to what extent icon style and
color jointly shape participant interpretations, we implemented a
full factorial design that included two color conditions (red, blue)
and three style conditions (six conditions total). In addition to
Stylized-Toggle and CalAG-Toggle, we created a third style condition, CalAGX-Toggle (see Figure 8), which seeks to improve the
visual aesthetics of CalAG-Toggle by enlarging the “X” to make it
visually equivalent to the circle.
As before, we used a between-subjects design, showing participants one of the six icons at random next to “Do Not Sell My
Personal Information” on a fctitious online shoe retailer website.
In addition to their open-ended expectations, we asked participants
about the likelihood of eight scenarios occurring on a Likert scale.
In order to understand whether participants viewed the toggle as an
actual control switch, we included two misconception scenarios of
immediate settings changes (see Q3 in Appendix A.4). We recruited
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Figure 9: Common expectations of what would happen after
clicking based on open-ended responses in conditions with
Stylized-Toggle (n = 137), CalAG-Toggle (n = 134) and CalAGXToggle (n = 132).
421 MTurk participants (roughly 70 per condition) for this study
based on heuristics for running our planned regressions [96]. The
average study completion time was 4.6 minutes, and participants
were compensated $1.00 (average $13.04/hour).
7.1.2 Data analysis. We used the same approach employed in our
previous studies to analyze qualitative data (κ=.90). Additionally,
we grouped codes into high-level categories as to whether the code
conveyed (1) any misconceptions or (2) the icon was perceived as
an actual control switch. We then ran logistic regressions on these
coded expectations and Likert responses (converted into a binary
variable) to scenarios. We treated the interaction term [17] between
icon color and style as the key independent variable, and participant
demographics as the control independent variables.8 Detailed regression results are provided in Tables 8 and 9 of Appendix C.2. We
did not apply corrections to p-values since we ran a small number
(2) of regressions with preplanned hypotheses (i.e., Stylized-Toggle
would perform better than CalAG/CalAGX-Toggles) [4].

7.2

Findings

We found that Stylized-Toggle better conveyed do-not-sell choices
than the OAG’s proposed opt-out icon and its variant with fewer
toggle-related misconceptions. The icon’s color (red or blue) did
not signifcantly alter participant expectations in most cases.
Stylized-Toggle better created expectations of do-not-sell
choices. Figure 9 shows expectations of what would happen after
clicking an icon. The most frequent expectation regarding StylizedToggle (29, 21.2%) was to be directed to a page with choices about
the sale of personal information, a correct and desired interpretation according to the CCPA [88]. This expectation, however, was
8 Following statistical analysis guidelines [103], for any model in which the interaction

efect between style and color was not signifcant, we compared its performance with
another model without the interaction term (i.e., style and color was examined in
isolation as main efects). If the “interaction model” provided a much better ft to
the data than the “main efect only model,” we report results from the frst model;
otherwise, we report results from the latter model.
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mentioned much less often in conditions involving CalAG-Toggle
(16, 11.9%) and CalAGX-Toggle (10, 7.6%). The signifcant diferences
were confrmed by regressions on Likert responses to the do-notsell choices scenario, in which participants who saw Stylized-Toggle
were signifcantly more likely to expect “it will lead me to a page
where I can choose whether or not the website can sell my personal
information” compared to CalAG-Toggle (OR = .40, p < .001) and
CalAGX-Toggle (OR = .41, p = .001).
Stylized-Toggle led to fewer toggle-related misconceptions. Regressions on participants’ categorized open-ended expectations revealed that CalAG-Toggle and CalAGX-Toggle were
signifcantly more likely to generate misconceptions compared to
Stylized-Toggle (OR = 2.3, OR = 2.4; both p = .003). Examples
of these misconceptions include perceiving the toggle icon as an
actual switch, expecting a negative outcome (e.g., more tracking),
or believing that nothing would happen. Specifcally, participants
who saw CalAG-Toggle and CalAGX-Toggle were signifcantly more
likely to perceive the toggle as an actual control switch compared
to Stylized-Toggle (OR = 2.4, p = .003; OR = 2.4, p = .004). A
participant quote that conveyed this misconception is “It would
change between red and green depending on if I wanted to allow
it.”
As shown in Figure 9, the most frequent expectation in conditions
involving CalAG-Toggle (38, 28.4%) and CalAGX-Toggle (30, 22.7%)
was that the icon was an actual toggle switch currently set to
“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” — clicking would give the
website permission to sell the user’s personal information, which is
the opposite of the intended meaning. Users who have this notion
might avoid clicking the icon or link text for fear of losing their
privacy and thus lose the opportunity to exercise the do-not-sell optout. In contrast, only 10 (7.3%) participants who saw Stylized-Toggle
mentioned this misconception.
Another misconception that occurred for all three icon styles (9,
6.6% for Stylized-Toggle; 8, 6.0% for CalAG-Toggle and 12, 9.1% for
CalAGX-Toggle) was that the website is currently selling the user’s
personal information, and that clicking the toggle would stop it.
Participants who held this misconception understood the icon’s
purpose but misinterpreted the icon’s functionality — according to
the CCPA [88], the icon should take users to respective settings but
is unlikely to result in immediate changes. Regressions on the Likert
responses for the respective scenario revealed interaction efects
between toggle style and color; Stylized-Toggle in blue signifcantly
decreased the likelihood of this misconception compared to StylizedToggle in red (OR = 2.78, p = .006) and CalAGX-Toggle in blue (OR =
2.75, p = .009). This misconception is not particularly problematic
as it is less likely to discourage users from clicking. However, a
privacy choice icon ideally should communicate both its intention
and its function accurately.

8

DISCUSSION

Our fndings provide insights into the design and efectiveness of
icons and link text in conveying privacy choices. Below we discuss
our study’s limitations and outline implications for design practice
and privacy regulations.
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8.1

Limitations

Our research has several limitations. First, we recruited all participants from Mechanical Turk, and they were more educated and
tech-savvy than the U.S. general population. Nonetheless, prior
work has shown that MTurkers are more demographically diverse
than student samples [10, 13] and that they ofer similar responses
to security and privacy surveys as traditional participant pools [99].
Second, our experiments focused on one application scenario (a
fctitious online shoe retailer), which might have primed participants (e.g., to associate the dollar sign with payment and “sell”
with shoe discounts). That noted, participants’ responses for our
best performing icons/link texts did not indicate that the website
context afected their interpretations. Third, we measured the perception and comprehension of the icon/text by presenting them
in a static screenshot; we did not measure whether participants
would notice the icon/text on their own or how participants would
interact with the provided choices as that was not the focus of
this study.9 Fourth, we did not investigate accessibility issues or
evaluate the use of icons with screen readers. Lastly, we did not
directly compare our privacy choice icons with icons focusing on
diferent privacy-related aspects (e.g., those that seek to visualize
the concept of privacy itself or specifc data practices [102]), which
could be a contribution of future work.

8.2

Design Implications

Icons for privacy choices should be rooted in simple and familiar concepts. Stylized-Toggle was participants’ favorite privacy
choice icon in the pre-study, and performed best in conveying
privacy choices when paired with “Privacy Options” in the icontext combinations evaluation. Stylized-Toggle adopts a minimalistic
design and conveys the notion of choice using a toggle — a familiar and common UI element representing the ability to make
selections [5]. Nonetheless, the OAG icon evaluation shows the
importance of an icon taking inspirations from rather than copying other familiar UI elements to convey the intended concept
without creating confusion. Conversely, the icons that were comprehended poorly and thus excluded after the icon pre-study either
attempted to convey a more abstract concept (e.g., the three icons
that intended to convey ‘‘opt out”) or appeared too complicated
as they combined multiple concepts (e.g., ID-Card and Profle combined elements representing “do not,” “personal information,” and
“money/selling”).
Our fndings suggest that an icon for privacy choices should
focus on a simple and familiar concept, like choice, instead of
abstract or complex concepts. For the same reason, we hypothesize that a choice-focused icon would work better than an icon
attempting to convey “privacy” in indicating privacy choices —
future work is needed to validate this hypothesis, as we did not test
privacy-focused icons. While prior work has proposed graphical
representations of privacy — such as sunglasses, keyholes, locks,
and cameras — users’ mental models of privacy are diverse and
9 We

measured participants’ attention to the icon/link text in another study for the
OAG [19]. Specifcally, we showed participants a website screenshot and asked them
a question about a nearby link, then removed the screenshot and asked them to
describe any icon/link text they had noticed that would help them opt out of the sale of
personal information. Less than half of the participants could accurately recall seeing
the icon/link text for do-not-sell opt-outs.
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nuanced [85]. Instead, we opted to highlight the notion of choice
through the icon and use the word “privacy” in the accompanying text. As our fndings show, this efectively clarifed the type of
choice the icon represents.
Icons should be accompanied by link texts. In line with
prior work suggesting that icons and text information should appear in conjunction [32, 95, 105], our fndings show that link text
has a signifcant impact on the icon’s comprehension. Participants
who saw an icon without a link text exhibited more misconceptions.
Even when participants correctly recognized the concept of choice,
payment, or stopping, they often failed to connect those concepts
to personal information without a text description. In our icon-text
combinations evaluation, conditions without link text performed
comparatively worse. These fndings suggest the importance of
placing a descriptive link text next to an icon to aid comprehension
and reduce misconceptions. This does not undermine the merits
of icons — they still complement and reinforce a text description
with a visual depiction, which aids recognition [51], enables textual
descriptions to be more concise [38], and conveys concepts across
language barriers [102]. Any icon should come with a text description when frst introduced, and once it has been broadly adopted,
further testing is needed to evaluate whether the text description
can be removed.
Usability issues of the AdChoices icon persist despite
wide adoption. Even though thousands of companies have
adopted the DAA’s AdChoices icon [26], our participants struggled to recognize it or accurately interpret it. In the icon pre-study,
only 14% of participants recalled seeing the icon before, and even
fewer correctly associated it with advertising choices. This fnding
echoes prior work conducted nearly a decade ago [71, 118], and
shows that comprehension of this icon has not improved much since
then. Coloring the AdChoices icon in green — as done by DAA’s
Privacy Rights icon — did not improve comprehension either. Most
participants thought of “more information” upon seeing the lowercase “i” or perceived the triangle shape as an audio/video play
button. Icons have the potential to acquire a universal communicative power after being used over time even when their constitutive
elements may not be intuitive, as demonstrated by the gear icon
for settings [110] or the three arrow triangle for recycling [60].
However, our fndings suggest that this is not the case for the two
DAA icons, as our participants rarely associated them with privacy, do-not-sell, or other types of choices. Rather than adopting a
problematic icon and expecting users will understand it over time,
our fndings demonstrate the importance of evaluating initial icon
designs with user testing to ensure the icon is comprehensible.
Privacy choice indicators are only one component of usable privacy choices. Prior work has shown that users struggle
to fnd privacy choices on websites [1, 47, 48]. Our research seeks
to help users with this discovery problem. Our proposed icon-text
combinations could serve as gateways leading users to website
privacy choices, especially if a standard mechanism were to be
adopted and used consistently. Nevertheless, privacy choice indicators alone are insufcient. Designing indicators to help users locate
privacy choices is only the frst step in improving end-to-end interactions with those choices. The indicators have to compete with
many other UI elements for users’ attention, and they still place the
burden of accessing, learning, and exercising privacy choices on
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users [18, 66, 73]. Therefore, the interfaces users encounter after
clicking on an icon/link text should be designed to minimize user
efort. For instance, a web form for the CCPA do-not-sell opt-out
could provide a conspicuous global “opt out” option on top, with
more granular options presented below [39]. For a more substantial
reduction in user burden, privacy choice indicators should be part
of automated mechanisms [7, 49, 123], such as APIs that allow users
to control privacy settings across websites in their web browsers, or
personalized privacy assistants that learn users’ privacy preferences
and semi-automatically confgure settings for them [8, 16, 20, 73].

OAG proposed icon [91], that would require signifcantly more effort in consumer education. However, even for icons that have gone
through rigorous testing, consumer education is still needed to raise
awareness, communicate the icon’s purpose, and dispel misconceptions. In our research, even the best-performing Stylized-Toggle icon
generated misconceptions occasionally. We fnd little documentation on associated education or public outreach eforts for most
existing privacy icons. While there have been education campaigns
for the AdChoices icon in the US and Europe [25, 116], consumer
awareness remains low, as we and others have found [21, 118].
Whether this is due to inefective messaging or insufcient reach
is unclear. We suggest that efective education campaigns for new
privacy choice icons need to address the misconceptions uncovered in initial user testing, create an active and engaging learning
experience [69], and possibly use personalized education content
tailoring toward individual users’ characteristics [109, 121].

8.3

Public Policy Implications

Incorporate user testing into the policy-making process. Researchers have argued that privacy interfaces should be developed
through a user-centric and iterative design process involving user
testing at early stages [6, 105, 106]. Unfortunately, most existing
privacy laws either do not emphasize usability or include vague requirements for presenting privacy choices in UI design. For instance,
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) advocates that any privacy notice or choice must be “clear and prominently displayed” [120] but
does not provide specifc guidance on how to achieve this [114, 115].
In contrast, the widely adopted model privacy notice for US fnancial institutions was the product of an iterative design and testing
process [43]. Another positive example is the guidance for GDPR
compliance from the UK Information Commissioner’s Ofce [56],
which included visual examples to illustrate what constitutes valid
consent [57]. The OAG’s consideration of our research in the CCPA
rule-making process further demonstrates that incorporating usertested privacy interfaces into privacy laws is not only necessary
but also feasible. The OAG removed their proposed opt-out icon
from the CCPA regulations [90] after we shared our fndings with
them about how their icon could generate critical misconceptions.
Subsequently, the fourth set of modifcations to the CCPA regulations recommended businesses use our blue stylized toggle icon to
convey the presence of do-not-sell opt-outs [92].
Mandate unifed privacy choices indicators. Even though
the CCPA has an optional icon for conveying do-not-sell optouts [92], we consider it unrealistic and inefcient for privacy laws
to require a specifc icon or UI element for each privacy choice that
businesses might ofer, voluntarily or to comply with regulations.
A web page with many diferent indicators is likely to confuse or
overwhelm consumers [68]. Instead, mandating a standardized privacy choices indicator that direct users to all privacy choices in one
place (e.g., a centralized privacy dashboard, account settings, or
dedicated privacy choices page) would provide numerous benefts.
For lawmakers, this approach is more economical compared to the
signifcant time and resources required to develop, test, and oversee
the enforcement of individual privacy choice indicators. Consumers
would also appreciate a consistent and thus learnable path to navigate and exercise privacy choices [83]. Our research shows that
Stylized-Toggle paired with the link text “Privacy Options” could be
a good candidate for such a unifed privacy choices indicator.
User-tested icons should be paired with public outreach
and education. User testing can identify poor privacy choice indicators with comprehension issues, such as the DAA icons or the
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CONCLUSION

We conducted a series of studies to design and evaluate icons and
link texts for conveying the presence of general privacy choices and
the CCPA-mandated opt-out for the sale of personal information.
While most icons we tested were poorly interpreted without a
link text, a stylized toggle icon efectively conveyed the notion
of choice and performed the best in conveying privacy choices
when paired with “Privacy Options.” The two CCPA-mandated link
texts (“Do Not Sell My Personal Information” and “Do Not Sell
My Info”) accurately communicated do-not-sell opt-outs combined
with most icons. Our results provide implications for designers
and policymakers by highlighting the importance of accompanying
icons with text descriptions, using standardized visual indicators
to help users locate privacy choice mechanisms, and incorporating
user testing into policy-making processes.
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A SURVEY QUESTIONS
A.1 Icon Design Evaluation
Please answer the following questions with regards to the displayed
symbol [and phrase]. Make sure not to reveal any private or personally identifable information about yourself or others in your
responses to any open-ended questions.
[The symbol or symbol/phrase condition to which the participant
was randomly assigned is displayed to the participant.]
(1) What, if anything, does this [symbol/symbol and phrase]
communicate to you? Please be as complete as possible.
(Open-ended response)
(2) Imagine if you saw this [symbol/symbol and phrase] on a
website. What do you think would happen if you clicked on
this [symbol/symbol and phrase]? (Open-ended response)
[The DAA’s blue AdChoices icon is displayed]
(3) Have you ever seen this symbol on a website before?
• Yes
• No
• I am not sure
(4) Imagine if you saw this symbol on a website. What do you
think would happen if you clicked on this symbol?
[Present the icon set in randomized order.]
(5) Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that
there’s an option to tell websites “do not sell my personal
information?” [The order of Q5/6 and Q7/8 was randomized
for the icon refnement testing.]
(6) Please explain why you selected the icon above. (Open-ended
response)
[Present the icon set in randomized order.]
(7) Which of these symbols do you think best conveys that
there’s an option to make choices about the use of your
personal information?
(8) Please explain why you selected the icon above. (Open-ended
response)
(9) Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require
companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information”
option?
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(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)
(15)

(16)

A.2

• No
• Yes (please name or describe them): _____
What is your age?
• 18-24
• 25-34
• 35-44
• 45-54
• 55-64
• 65-74
• 75-84
• 85 or older
• Prefer not to answer
What is your gender?
• Women
• Men
• Non-binary
• Prefer to self describe: _____
• Prefer not to answer
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
• Less than high school
• High school degree or equivalent
• Some college, no degree
• Associate’s degree, occupational
• Associate’s degree, academic
• Bachelor’s degree
• Master’s degree
• Professional degree
• Doctoral degree
• Prefer not to answer
What was your total household income before taxes during
the past 12 months?
• Under $15,000
• $15,000 to $24,999
• $25,000 to $34,999
• $35,000 to $49,999
• $50,000 to $74,999
• $75,000 to $99,999
• $100,000 to $149,999
• $150,000 or above
• Prefer not to answer
In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)
Which of the following best describes your educational background or job feld?
• I have an education in, or work in, the feld of computer
science, computer engineering or IT.
• I do not have an education in, or work in, the feld of
computer science, computer engineering or IT.
• Prefer not to answer
If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here.
(Open-ended response)

Link Text Evaluation

Please answer the following questions with regards to the web
link. Make sure not to reveal any private or personally identifable
information about yourself or others in your responses to any openended questions.
Imagine if you saw this web link on a website.
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[The link text condition to which the participant was randomly
assigned is displayed to the participant.]
(1) What types of [“selling” / “personal information” / “choices”
/ “options” / “opt-outs”] do you think this link refers to?
(Open-ended response, displayed only if the participant saw
a link text that includes the respective element)
(2) What do you think would happen if you clicked on this link?
(3) Which of the following do you think could happen if you
clicked this symbol/link on a web page [For each statement
below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point likert
scale “Defnitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and
“Defnitely not.” Statements were presented in randomized order.]
• It will take me to the website’s Terms of Service statement.
• It will take me to a page that verifes that the website does
not sell my personal information.
• It will take me to a page where I can pay to protect my
personal information.
• It will take me to a page with choices about the sale of my
personal information.
• It will immediately communicate to the website that I do
not want my personal information to be sold.
• It will take me to a page with choices about how my personal information is used and shared by the website.
• It will give the website permission to sell my personal
information.
• It will take me to a warning not to share my personal
information with websites.
(4) Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require
companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information”
option?
• No
• Yes (please name or describe them): _____
(5) What is your age? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(6) What is your gender? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(7) What is the highest level of education you have completed?
(See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(8) What was your total household income before taxes during
the past 12 months? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(9) In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)
(10) Which of the following best describes your educational background or job feld? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(11) Which of the following best describes your primary occupation?
• Administrative Support (e.g., secretary assistant)
• Art, Writing, or Journalism (e.g., author, reporter, sculptor)
• Business, Management, or Financial (e.g., manager, accountant, banker)
• Education or Science ( e.g., teacher, professor, scientist)
• Legal (e.g., lawyer, paralegal)
• Medical ( e.g., doctor, nurse, dentist)
• Computer Engineering or IT Professional (e.g., programmer or IT consultant)
• Engineer in other feld (e.g., civil or bio engineer)
• Service (e.g., retail clerk, server)
• Skilled Labor (e.g., electrician, plumber, carpenter)
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• Unemployed
• Retired
• College student
• Graduate student
• Mechanical Turk worker
• Other: _____
• Prefer not to answer
(12) If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here.
(Open-ended response)

A.3

Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation

Please answer the following questions with regards to the [symbol/link/symbol and link] in the rectangular highlighted area near
the bottom of the web page displayed. Make sure not to reveal any
private or personally identifable information about yourself or
others in your responses to any open-ended questions.
[Display the screenshot of the web page with the icon, link text, or
icon-text combination that the participant was randomly assigned to.
Below is an example of one study condition]

Close up of highlighted area:

(1) What do you think would happen if you clicked on the [symbol/link/symbol and link] in the highlighted area on this web
page?
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]
(2) What do you think [“sell” / “info” / “information” / “choices”
/ “options” / “opt-outs”] refers to in this link? (Open-ended
response, displayed only if the participant saw a link text
that includes the respective element)
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]
(3) Which of the following do you think could happen if you
clicked this symbol/link on a web page? [For each statement
below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point likert
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scale “Defnitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and
“Defnitely not.” Statements were presented in randomized order.]
• It will take me to a page where I can update the information
in my user profle on the website.
• It will take me to a page with choices about how my personal information is used and shared by the website.
• It will take me to a page with choices about the sale of my
personal information.
• It will take me to a page with more information about how
the company uses and shares the personal information it
collects about me.
• It will cause the website to send unwanted emails.
• It will give the website permission to sell my personal
information.
• It will take me to a page with ads about privacy and security products.
• It will take me to a page that steals my information or has
a virus or malware.
(4) Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require
companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information”
option?
• No
• Yes (please name or describe them): _____
(5) What is your age? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(6) What is your gender? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(7) What is the highest level of education you have completed?
(See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(8) What was your total household income before taxes during
the past 12 months? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(9) In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)
(10) Which of the following best describes your educational background or job feld? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
(11) Which of the following best describes your primary occupation? (See Appendix A.2 for answer options)
(12) If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here.
(Open-ended response)

A.4 CCPA Toggle Icon Evaluation
Please answer the following questions with regards to the symbol
and link in the rectangular highlighted area near the bottom of
the web page displayed. Make sure not to reveal any private or
personally identifable information about yourself or others in your
responses to any open-ended questions.
[Display the screenshot of the web page with the icon and “Do
Not Sell My Personal Information” link text that the participant was
randomly assigned to.]
[Display close up of highlighted area.]
(1) What do you think would happen if you clicked on the symbol and link in the highlighted area on this web page?
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]
(2) What do you think [“sell”/“information”] refers to in this
link? (Open-ended response)
[Display close up of highlighted area again.]
(3) Which of the following do you think could happen if you
clicked this symbol/link on a web page? [For each statement
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below, participants were asked to choose from a 5-point likert
scale “Defnitely” “Probably” “Not sure” “Probably not” and
“Defnitely not.” Statements were presented in randomized order.]
• It will immediately change the setting on this website
from “Do Not Sell My Personal Information” to “Sell My
Personal Information.”
• It will immediately change the setting on this website
from “Sell My Personal Information” to “Do Not Sell My
Personal Information.”
• It will take me to a page where I can choose whether or
not the website can sell my personal information.
• It will take me to a page where I can confrm that I do not
want my personal information to be sold by the website.
• It will take me to a page with more information about how
the website uses and shares my personal information.
• It will cause the website to send me unwanted emails.
• It will take me to a page with ads about privacy and security products.
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(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

• It will take me to a page that steals my information or has
a virus or malware.
Are you aware of any laws in the United States that require
companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information”
option?
• No
• Yes (please name or describe them): _____
What is your age? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
What is your gender? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
What is the highest level of education you have completed?
(See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
What was your total household income before taxes during
the past 12 months? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
In which state do you currently reside? (Drop-down list)
Which of the following best describes your educational background or job feld? (See Appendix A.1 for answer options)
Which of the following best describes your primary occupation? (See Appendix A.2 for answer options)
If you have any feedback on the survey, please leave it here.
(Open-ended response)
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PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS

Sample Size
Invalid Responses

Icon
Preliminary
240
11

Icon
Refnement
280
0

Link Text
Preliminary
140
9

Link Text
Refnement
400
0

Combination

Toggle

1468
54

421
18

5.00%
45.00%
29.58%
12.08%
7.08%
1.25%
0.00%

5.71%
45.71%
29.64%
10.00%
6.79%
2.14%
0.00%

8.57%
52.14%
22.86%
8.57%
4.29%
3.57%
0.00%

7.00%
49.00%
23.25%
11.00%
7.00%
2.75%
0.00%

10.29%
35.76%
25.95%
15.74%
8.72%
3.13%
0.41%

12.11%
45.13%
23.04%
11.16%
6.18%
1.90%
0.28%

41.25%
58.33%
0.00%
0.00%
0.42%

44.64%
55.36%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

34.29%
64.29%
1.43%
0.00%
0.00%

39.50%
60.00%
0.50%
0.00%
0.00%

46.87%
51.98%
0.41%
0.14%
0.61%

47.51%
50.83%
0.95%
0.00%
0.71%

0.83%
9.58%
15.83%
5.83%
1.67%
49.58%
13.33%
2.50%
0.42%
0.42%

0.71%
13.57%
18.57%
8.21%
5.00%
42.86%
8.21%
1.79%
1.07%
0.00%

0.71%
7.86%
17.14%
4.29%
4.29%
51.43%
13.57%
0.71%
0.00%
0.00%

0.25%
13.50%
18.00%
7.75%
4.75%
43.75%
11.00%
0.50%
0.50%
0.00%

0.54%
8.92%
21.93%
6.81%
6.40%
39.03%
11.92%
1.63%
2.18%
0.61%

0.48%
12.11%
18.76%
5.23%
5.46%
43.71%
9.26%
2.38%
2.14%
0.48%

11.25%
88.75%

14.29%
85.71%

20.00%
80.00%

9.75%
90.25%

10.42%
89.58%

16.39%
83.61%

47.86%
47.86%
4.29%

33.00%
62.75%
4.25%

23.02%
72.55%
4.43%

30.64%
63.66%
5.70%

Age
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
>65
Prefer Not to Answer
Gender
Female
Male
Non-binary
Self-described
Prefer Not to Answer
Education
Less than High School
High School
Some College
Associate’s, Occupational
Associate’s, Academic
Bachelor
Master
Professional
Doctoral
Prefer Not to Answer
State Residence
California
Non-California

Educational/Job Background related to CS/IT
Yes
No
Prefer Not to Answer

38.75%
56.67%
4.58%

27.50%
66.79%
5.71%

Awareness of any U.S. laws that require companies to provide a “do not sell my personal information” option
Yes
No

4.58%
95.42%

4.64%
95.36%

2.86%
97.14%

3.00%
97.00%

9.81%
90.19%

7.13%
92.87%

Table 5: Age, gender, education, state residence demographics of participants as well as their familiarity with CCPA in each
study.
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C REGRESSION OUTPUTS
C.1 Icon-Text Combinations Evaluation
β
Intercept

.52

Choice
S.E. Adj. p
.31

1.0

β
2.0

Privacy
S.E. Adj. p
.41

<.001*

Misconception
β
S.E. Adj. p
-3.1

.74

.001*

β

Do-Not-Sell
S.E. Adj. p

-.06

.33

1.0

Condition (ref = Toggle-Privacy Options, None-Do Not Sell My Personal Information for Do-Not-Sell)
Toggle-None
Toggle-Do Not Sell My P.I.
Toggle-Personal Info Choices
Toggle-Do Not Sell My Info
Toggle-Privacy Choices
Toggle-Privacy Options
DAA-None
DAA-Do Not Sell My P.I.
DAA-Privacy Options
DAA-Personal Info Choices
DAA-Do Not Sell My Info
DAA-Privacy Choices
Dollar-None
Dollar-Do Not Sell My P.I.
Dollar-Privacy Options
Dollar-Personal Info Choices
Dollar-Do Not Sell My Info
Dollar-Privacy Choices
None-Do Not Sell My P.I.
None-Privacy Options
None-Personal Info Choices
None-Do Not Sell My Info
None-Privacy Choices
Icon-None

-1.0
-.62
-1.2
-.33
-.23

.40
.40
.40
.40
.40

.16
1.0
.06
1.0
1.0

-1.2
-4.0
-2.4
-4.3
-.86

.48
.58
.47
.60
.48

.20
<.001*
<.001*
<.001*
.85

2.1
2.4
2.8
1.5
-1.6

.80
.79
.78
.82
.82

.21
.06
.009*
.77
.76

-3.6
-.49
.29
-1.6
-.59
.10
-3.0
-.92
-.28
-1.3
-.47
-1.1
-.94
-.48
-1.3
.10
-.64

.60
.40
.42
.41
.40
.41
.50
.39
.40
.40
.40
.39
.40
.40
.40
.43
.40

<.001*
1.0
1.0
.004*
1.0
1.0
<.001*
.32
1.0
.03*
1.0
.10
.32
1.0
.02*
1.0
1.0

-3.0
-2.6
-.26
-2.4
-3.5
-.67
-5.3
-3.6
-.52
-2.0
-3.7
-.82
-3.3
-.65
-2.0
-3.4
-.94

.49
.47
.52
.48
.52
.49
.82
.52
.51
.46
.53
.48
.51
.49
.46
.52
.49

<.001*
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
<.001*
.91
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
<.001*
.71

2.2
.81
-.02
2.5
1.3
.06
4.2
1.6
1.7
2.9
-.55
2.0
1.2
.03
2.8
-.58
.50

.79
.89
1.0
.79
.84
1.0
.78
.82
.81
.78
1.2
.79
.84
1.0
.78
1.2
.94

.14
1.0
1.0
.04*
1.0
1.0
<.001*
.78
.53
.005*
1.0
.21
1.0
1.0
.008*
1.0
1.0

.42
.35

.13
.20

.02*
1.0

-.07
-.42

.15
.22

1.0
.74

-.18
.43

.18
.25

.10

.12

1.0

.18

.14

-.16

.17

.15

.13

-.11

.17

1.0

.15
.21

1.0
1.0

.26
-3.2
.52
2.2
-4.3

.40
.66
.39
.49
1.0

1.0
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
.001*

-.09
-4.3
-2.6
.25
-2.4

.38
1.0
.59
.39
.51

1.0
.001*
<.001*
1.0
<.001*

.02
-2.1
-2.8
.91
-2.7

.38
.49
.59
.41
.59

1.0
<.001*
<.001*
.36
<.001*

-2.8
-2.8
.62
-2.4
-4.6

.59
.59
.40
.55
.76

<.001*
<.001*
1.0
<.001*
<.001

1.0
.97

.29
.58

.18
.27

1.0
.36

1.0

1.0

-.11

.17

1.0

.46

.20

.32

-.68

.22

.02*

-.46
-.61

.18
.26

.22
.32

.20
.39

.19
.26

1.0
1.0

Age (ref = 18-34)
35-54
≥ 55
Gender (ref = Female)
Male

Technical expertise (ref = None)
Yes

-.42

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)
College degree
Graduate degree

.33
.31

.14
.19

.27
1.0

-.13
.11

Table 6: Regression results for the four binary dependent variables (conveys choice, privacy, misconceptions, or do-not-sell
choices) coded from participants’ open-ended expectations. Due to perfect separation in the DAA-none and Dollar-none conditions, the icon-only conditions were collapsed together (Icon-None) for the do-not-sell choices regression. For each regression
term we provide the estimate of the coefcient (β), the standard error, and p-value adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni correction. A signifcant negative coefcient indicates that participants in that group were less likely to have the expectation
represented by the dependent variable, relative to the reference baseline. (*) marks signifcant results for α = .05.
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Intercept
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Do-Not-Sell Choices
β
S.E.
Adj. p

Give Sell Permission
β
S.E.
Adj. p

β

Privacy Choices
S.E.
Adj. p

.41

-2.0

2.5

.54

.31

1.0

.44

<.001*

<.001*

Condition (ref = None-Do Not Sell My Personal Information, Toggle-Privacy Options for Privacy Choices)
Toggle-None
Toggle-Do Not Sell My P.I.
Toggle-Personal Info Choices
Toggle-Do Not Sell My Info
Toggle-Privacy Choices
Toggle-Privacy Options
DAA-None
DAA-Do Not Sell My P.I.
DAA-Privacy Options
DAA-Personal Info Choices
DAA-Do Not Sell My Info
DAA-Privacy Choices
Dollar-None
Dollar-Do Not Sell My P.I.
Dollar-Privacy Options
Dollar-Personal Info Choices
Dollar-Do Not Sell My Info
Dollar-Privacy Choices
None-Privacy Options
None-Personal Info Choices
None-Do Not Sell My Info
None-Privacy Choices
None-Do Not Sell My P.I.

-.98
-.22
-.87
-.55
-.09
.07
-2.9
-.19
-.56
-.20
.18
-.23
-1.3
-.29
-.05
-.36
-.14
-.65
-.20
-.84
.84
-.24

.39
.40
.39
.39
.39
.39
.52
.39
.38
.40
.41
.39
.39
.39
.40
.39
.39
.38
.39
.39
.45
.40

.33
1.0
.60
1.0
1.0
1.0
<.001*
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.04*
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.72
1.0
1.0

.56
1.7
.96
.65
1.4
.87
-.45
.11
.93
1.2
-.22
.85
-.38
.12
.48
.56
-.58
.57
.82
-.09
.11
.55

.53
.49
.50
.52
.49
.51
.62
.56
.50
.50
.59
.51
.62
.56
.53
.53
.66
.51
.51
.57
.57
.53

1.0
.02*
1.0
1.0
.12
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
.47
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

-1.8
-2.1
-1.7
-1.8
-1.1

.60
.59
.60
.60
.62

.07
.009*
.10
.07
.99

-2.4
-.73
-.62
-1.8
-1.6
-.25
-3.6
-1.7
-.69
-1.1
-1.3
-1.4
-.42
-1.7
-.70
-.52
-.86

.58
.65
.66
.60
.61
.70
.60
.59
.66
.63
.61
.60
.68
.60
.66
.68
.65

.001*
1.0
1.0
.06
.19
1.0
<.001*
.06
1.0
1.0
.52
.36
1.0
.08
1.0
1.0
1.0

.09
.17

.12
.19

1.0
1.0

-.04
-.008

.15
.23

1.0
1.0

.27
.16

.15
.23

1.0
1.0

-.02

.12

1.0

-.13

.15

1.0

-.21

.14

1.0

.15

1.0

.72

.17

<.001*

-.03

.18

1.0

.16
.22

1.0
1.0

.15
.63

.16
.24

1.0
.15

Age (ref = 18-34)
35-54
≥ 55
Gender (ref = Female)
Male

Technical expertise (ref = None)
Yes

.03

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)
College degree
Graduate degree

.31
.17

.13
.18

.51
1.0

-.09
.07

Table 7: Regression results for the scenarios:“It will take me to a page with choices about the sale of my personal information”
(Do-Not-Sell Choices), “It will give the website permission to sell my personal information” (Give Sell Permission), and “It will
take me to a page with choices about how my personal information is used and shared by the website” (Privacy Choices). For
each regression term we provide the estimate of the coefcient (β), the standard error, and p-value adjusted with the HolmBonferroni correction. A signifcant negative coefcient indicates that participants in that group were less likely to have the
expectation represented by the dependent variable, relative to the reference baseline.(*) marks signifcant results for α = .05.
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OAG Toggle Evaluation
Misconception
β
S.E.
p

Intercept

-1.2

.34

<.001*

Do-Not-Sell Switch
β
S.E.
Adj. p

Toggle Control
β
S.E.
p
-1.6

.36

<.001*

Condition (style ref = Stylized Toggle; color ref = Blue)
CalAG
CalAG-X
Red

.83
.86
.003

.28
.28
.22

.003*
.003*
.99

.87
.87
.28

.30
.30
.23

.003*
.004*
.23

Age (ref = 18-34)
35-54
≥ 55

-.24
-.99

.24
.49

.31
.04*

-.15
-1.2

.25
.58

.54
.03*

.23

.73

.03

.24

.89

-.86

.27

.002*

Gender (ref = Female)
Male

-.08

Technical expertise (ref = None)
Yes

-.47

.25

.06

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)
College degree
Graduate degree

.65
.50

.26
.36

.01*
.17

.68
.71

.27
.38

.01*
.06

Table 8: Regression results for the binary dependent variables: conveys a misconception and perceived as a toggle control, coded from participants’ open-ended expectations. We
report results from the main efect model with icon style
and color as the main independent variables, as the interaction between icon style and color was not signifcant. For
each regression term we provide the estimate of the coefcient (β), the standard error, and p-value adjusted with the
Holm-Bonferroni correction. A signifcant positive coefcient indicates that participants in that group were more
likely to have the expectation represented by the dependent
variable, relative to the reference baseline.(*) marks signifcant results for α = .05.

Intercept

-.77

.35

.03*

Do-Not-Sell Choices
β
S.E.
Adj. p
.70

.31

.03*

Condition (style ref = Stylized Toggle; color ref = Blue)
CalAG
CalAG-X
Red
CalAG*Red
CalAG-X*Red

.73
1.0
1.0
-1.2
-1.8

.38
.39
.37
.52
.53

.05
.009*
.006*
.02*
<.001*

-.92
-.88
.14

.27
.27
.22

<.001*
.001*
.51

.24
.29

.23
.39

.31
.46

.04
.60

.23
.41

.87
.14

.22

.84

-.53

.22

.02*

.37

-.35

.24

.15

Age (ref = 18-34)
35-54
≥ 55

Gender (ref = Female)
Male

.04

Technical expertise (ref = None)
Yes

.21

.24

Highest obtained education (ref = No college degree)
College degree
Graduate degree

-.15
-.07

.24
.34

.52
.83

-.006
-.08

.24
.35

.98
.83

Table 9: Regression results for the scenarios:“It will immediately change the setting on this website from ‘Sell My Personal Information’ to ‘Do Not Sell My Personal Information’
” (Do-Not-Sell Switch), and “It will take me to a page with
choices about the sale of my personal information” (Do-NotSell Choices). We report results from the main efect model
for Do-Not-Sell Choices with icon style and color as the
main independent variables, as the interaction between icon
style and color was not signifcant. For each regression term
we provide the estimate of the coefcient (β), the standard
error, and p-value adjusted with the Holm-Bonferroni correction. A signifcant positive coefcient indicates that participants in that group were more likely to have the expectation represented by the dependent variable, relative to the
reference baseline. (*) marks signifcant results for α = .05.

